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Abstract
The Annonaceae is a large family of trees and lianas widespread in the tropics. They are a
representative family for tropical rainforests as their distribution is restricted to the tropics and
positively correlated with rainfall and temperature.
The main goal of this study was to infer an ultrametric tree and assess diversification rates of the
Annonaceae, based on the largest dataset ever made of this family.
With seven outgroup species and over 600 (out of 2400) Annonaceae species, a sampling size of 25%
was obtained. All the known 108 genera were included; for only five genera less than 20% of its species
were sampled. For all the other genera, more than 20% of the species were represented in the dataset.
We applied substitution rate models in several programmes to check for congruence. Many of the
issues encountered in previous studies could be accounted for by comparing the outcome of the
different models used in the programs. Analysis for diversification rates were done with TESS and
RevBayes and results were compared.
The BEAST analyses had troubles to converge causing some low ESS values. However, posterior
probabilities were high for most nodes and the crown nodes for the Malmeoideae and Annonoideae
subclade were dated at around 63 Mya and 91 Mya respectively in all separate analyses.
The diversification rate analyses done with RevBayes and TESS showed both not to be influenced by
prior settings and both showed a high speciation rate towards the end with a sudden drop. TESS
inferred two speciation rate shifts. The extinction rate in both analyses were constant. TESS inferred it
to be at around 0.2 and RevBayes near 0.01. Different datasets were tested under different prior
settings to explain the differences that were found between the results of the two programs.
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Introduction
Tropical rainforests form the terrestrial biome
containing the highest diversity of plant species
(Myers et al. 2000). Despite extensive ongoing
work on floristics of tropical regions and
phylogenetics of tropical clades, the
evolutionary build-up of this huge diversity is
not well understood (de la Estrella et al. 2017).
One of the approaches to improve our
understanding of the origin and maintenance
of rainforest hyperdiversity is to unravel the
evolutionary history of large clades that are
mainly confined to tropical rainforests
(Couvreur et al. 2011). The Annonaceae almost
exclusively occur in tropical rainforests and,
assuming niche conservatism, the temporal
and spatial evolution of the Annonaceae can be
taken as a proxy for the evolution of the
rainforest biome (Couvreur et al. 2011, Kreft
and Jetz 2007, Punyasena et al. 2008).
They are a clade within the Magnoliales making
this family one of the earliest diverging tropical
plant families (Chatrou et al. 2012, Couvreur et
al. 2011) making this family ideal to study and
understand more about tropical rainforest
distribution as a whole.
Tropical rainforest families are spread as a belt
over the three continents South America,
Africa and Asia, as is the case with the
Annonaceae (Couvreur et al. 2011). Several
hypotheses exist on how these patterns in
rainforest distribution came about. It can be a
result of vicariance, which occurred after the
break-up of the supercontinent Gondwana,
geodispersal in times when the climate allowed
it – e.g. during the Eocene when many landbridges were formed – (de la Estrella et al.
2017), continental rafting and long-distance
dispersal (Couvreur et al. 2011).
To explain the biogeographical patterns and
the hyperdiversity of tropical rainforest,
molecular dating is necessary as well as
diversification rate assessment. For some
tropical plant families this has been done
(Couvreur et al. 2011, de la Estrella et al. 2017,
Koenen et al. 2015). These studies have tried to
explain rainforest hyperdiversity with either
the Museum Model hypothesis or the Cradle
Model hypothesis. The Cradle Model explains

the tropical rainforest hyperdiversity with a
sudden radiation where there have been
recent increases in speciation rates through
time; the Museum Model explains rainforest
hyperdiversity with low extinction rates that
have remained constant and where lineages
accumulated steadily over time (Eiserhardt et
al. 2017). Some tropical plant families support
the Museum Model, while others are in favour
of the Cradle Model (Pennington et al. 2015).
This gives rise to a new question; how can it be
that both these models explain the origin of
tropical rainforest families?
Recent studies showed that the two models are
not per se mutually exclusive (Pennington et al.
2015), The study of Koenen et al. (2015) on
rainforest mahoganies showed that species
diversity may be caused by high episodic
evolutionary turnover of species, indicating
high speciation rates and high extinction rates
over time (Koenen et al. 2015).
The study of Eiserhardt et al. (2017) pleads for
a better definition of the Cradle and Museum
model. The usage of the term Cradle Model
now refers in most studies to a system where
diversification rates are not constant versus
the Museum Model where lineages
accumulated steadily over time (Eiserhardt et
al. 2017). In this study, we aim to assess these
diversification rates and we will focus here on
the question whether hyperdiversity in
Annonaceae is the cause of a sudden radiation
or whether there has been a steady
accumulation of lineages over time.
Diversification rate analyses is done by
assessing speciation rates and extinction rates.
This has been a challenge in phylogenetics, as
the extinction of species is essentially invisible
on the tree. Complicated models have been
made to infer these rates, but still show to be
problematic (Moore et al. 2016, Rabosky et al.
2017). In Moore et al. (2016), the performance
of BAMM was severely criticised, indicating
that previous studies of diversification rates on
Annonaceae with BAMM (Couvreur et al. 2011)
might have become unreliable.
Many studies on diversification rates agree on
one thing; taxon sampling has a large influence
on these analyses. According to Pennington et
al. some diversification rate studies are less
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reliable due to the low taxon sampling. The
study of Koenen et al. (2015)– with a taxon
sampling of 34% and corrected for missing taxa
– sheds a new light on rainforest diversification
and hence showed the importance of higher
taxon sampling (Pennington et al. 2015). Also
on the bioinformatics side this importance for
taxon sampling is highly emphasized, (Rabosky
2016, Rabosky et al. 2017) that a larger tree
size alone would be sufficient to overcome
biases in extinction rates (Beaulieu and
O'Meara 2015).
Therefore, in this study the largest dataset ever
made on the Annonaceae was used to infer
diversification rates on the whole family where
each genera was represented by at least 20%
of its species. This could then also be compared
to previous research from Couvreur et al.
(2011) where the taxon sampling was very low,
with only one species per genera sampled.
To do diversification rate analysis, molecular
dating first needs to be done. This has proven
to be a challenge within the Annonaceae (Pirie
and Doyle 2012). By far most species of the
Annonaceae belong to two major (sister)
clades; the Malmeoideae and the Annonoideae
(figure 1). They are also known as the Short
Branch Clade (SBC) and the Long Branch Clade
(LBC) respectively. Ages for the Malmeoideae
have been estimated in many studies, ranging
between roughly 33 Mya (Couvreur et al. 2011)
and 66 Mya (Pirie and Doyle 2012).

The different substitution rates of these clades
have caused current models to be unable to
produce consistent results with regards to
inferring diversification rates and dating the
crown nodes of the two clades. In Pirie and
Doyle’s research a comparative study was done
with several published datasets on
Annonaceae. Molecular dating analysis were
performed using Langley-Fitch (clock),
nonparametric rate smoothing (NPRS) and
penalized likelihood (PL). They also performed
molecular dating using PL on their own
datasets. Three datasets were used, one with
more taxa, one with more DNA sequence
characters and one supermatrix where the two
were combined. Interestingly the first and the
last pushed to the crown nodes of the two
clades towards older ages indicating that the
increased amount of taxa gives a strong signal
for older ages.
More tests were performed to assess what the
cause might be for these inconsistent results
for the crown node ages. Output files from a
BEAST analyses on a dataset of Annonaceae
showed that the MCMC algorithm was unable
to converge to a unimodal distribution for the
substitution rate as can be seen in figure 2.

Figure 2. BEAST output showing the posterior probability
of the substitution rates. It shows that there are two
peaks for the optimal substitution rate for one parameter.
Credit: Lars Chatrou.

When playing around with the amount of
species from the Annonoideae in the analysis
we find the following striking results (figure 3):
Figure 1. Phylogram of the Annonaceae from the research of
Pirie & Doyle, 2012. The grey blocks show the Annonoideae (LBC)
and Malmeoideae (SBC). Branch length depicts the substitution
rate.
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were used to compare their performances. We
expected
that
the
simulations
on
diversification patterns would give the same
result with both programs and by using a
subset that represented the whole family by an
exact 20% - reflecting a representative amount
of lineages – the models would be able to infer
these diversification rates correctly.

Figure 3. x-axis shows the amount of Annonoideae (LBC)
and Malmeoideae (SBC) species that were included in the
analysis. Y-axis the age of the Annonoideae crown node
(diamond shapes) and the Malmeoideae crown node
(triangle shapes) that was predicted by the analysis with
the corresponding number of species. Credit: Lars
Chatrou.

It seems that the substitution rate from the
Annonoideae species are pushing the crown
node age for the Malmeoideae to a younger
age. The ratio is here an important factor.
When the Annonoideae is very dominant in
species numbers, this heavily influences the
age of the Malmeoideae crown node.
This happens because the model in the
program tries to push the two different
substitution rates of the clades under the same
molecular clock. In this case it pushes it under
the rate of the Annonoideae.
A recent study by Hoekstra et al. (2017)
showed that Annonoideae had a higher
substitution rate than Malmeoideae in both
the plastid genome as the nuclear ribosomal,
using a maximum likelihood approach to assess
substitution rates. An increased chloroplast
genome and IR length was mostly found in the
Annonoideae, while Malmeoideae showed to
have genome sizes more comparable to other
Magnoliids. A higher GC-content was also
found in certain parts of the genes in
Annonoideae, compared to Malmeoideae
(Hoekstra et al. 2017). This study shows that
the Annonoideae have indeed a higher
substitution rate in comparison to the rest of
the family.
To assess diversification rates, two
phylogenetic programs – RevBayes and TESS –

For the molecular dating analysis we expected
that an analysis on Malmeoideae and
Annonoideae separately would give the same
crown node ages as in an analysis with the
complete family. This might be feasible by
using a large amount of data so that both
clades would give a strong signal for their own
substitution rates. We expected however that
BEAST would still have problems converging as
the models implemented do not accept
unimodal distributions.

Materials and Methods
Taxon sampling
A dataset of 998 species of the 2400 known
species was used in this research, comprising
113 genera of the Annonaceae (108 genera are
currently recognized in the family (Chatrou et
al. 2012)).
A dataset of a 1000 species was made.
However, this was computationally too
intensive to use so a smaller dataset was made,
where every genera was represented between
20% - 25% resulting in a dataset of 604 species.
The data used here was gathered from
previous research done on the Annonaceae
(Chatrou et al. 2009, Guo et al. 2017, OrtizRodriguez et al. 2016, Pirie et al. 2005, Stull et
al. 2017, Thomas et al. 2015) and merged into
one large dataset together with data collected
on GenBank. The accession numbers and
voucher information are listed in table S1 in the
appendix. A supermatrix of four plastid
markers was assembled; matK, psbA-trnH, rbcL
and trnLF with 22%, 26%, 18% and 10% missing
data for each marker respectively. The four
markers were analysed separately to check for
incongruence in a MrBayes analysis. The
resulting MrBayes trees were checked and in
case necessary corrected. All double entries
were removed. After ruling out any
6

incongruency or other problems, the markers
were concatenated using Sequence Matrix.
Divergence time estimation
To be able to infer divergence times and
estimate
diversification
patterns,
an
ultrametric tree needed to be obtained. Firstly
the programme RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2014)
was used, but unfortunately this did not work,
so it was necessary to switch to BEAST v.1.8.4.
Inference of Ultrametric trees in RevBayes
The model implemented in RevBayes was to
jointly estimate the phylogeny and divergence
times, using fossils as calibration points. A
partitioned GTR + Gamma substitution model
was used for each of the four markers, as this
was shown to be the best model in previous
research (Couvreur et al. 2011). A birth-death
model was used, where the root was given a
uniform prior between 80 and 115 Mya. A
starting tree from a MrBayes analysis needed
to be added to the model to help the MCMC
analysis find initial values that were close to
our model priors.
Two fossils for calibration were added to the
tree. A node in the Malmeoideae and
Annonoideae were calibrated. They were given
a minimum age of 32 mya and 51 mya
respectively, and both a very old maximum age
of 80 mya with a uniform prior.

An uncorrelated log-normal relaxed clock
model was used with discretized lognormal
distribution of 10 categories.
Unfortunately, due to the massiveness of the
dataset, this analysis was computationally too
intensive for the computers available.
RevBayes has not been implemented yet on
Cipres, so we did not have access to the
supercomputer either. It would take months
for the analysis to converge, so we had to
resort to different methods.
Inference of Ultrametric Trees in BEAST v.1.8.4
From the dataset of 604 species, two other
datasets were created, splitting up the two
sister clades. This resulted in four different
datasets which is summarized in table 1.
The analyses were run on XSEDE on the
supercomputer CIPRES science gateway.
Every run was cloned four times, so that the
log-files and tree-files could be compared and
merged using LogCombiner v.1.8.4 and
TreeAnnotator v.1.8.4. The Malmeoideae
dataset converged, so from the four separate
runs an MCC (Maximum Clade Credibility) tree
was
made
with
LogCombiner
and
TreeAnnotator. The remaining two datasets
(Annonoideae and All604 species) still had
many low ESS values, with some <100 and 200.

Table 1. Overview of the datasets used in constructing the ultrametric trees in BEAST.
Name
Species included
Further processing done on the 4 independent runs
dataset
All604
Dataset with all genera,
Log files were merged using LogCombiner, with 258 million
each represented by 20%
states, ESS values around the 1000 for most parameters.
of its species, resulting in a Tree files were merged using LogCombiner with a 10%
total of 604 species.
burnin. The resulting tree file was summarised in
TreeAnnotator resulting in a MCC tree
Annonoideae

Dataset without the
Malmeoideae species,
created out of the dataset
of all the 604 species.

Malmeoideae Dataset without the
Annonoideae species,

Log files were merged using LogCombiner, with 171 million
states, ESS values between 100 and 300 for prior,
posterior and likelihood and around the 1000 for most
other parameters. These low ESS values were due to the
treelikelihood parameter. Tree files were merged using
LogCombiner with a 10% burnin. The resulting tree file was
summarised in TreeAnnotator resulting in a MCC tree.
Log files were merged using LogCombiner, with 42,6
million states, ESS values around the 500 for most
7

created out of the dataset
of all the 604 species.

With the three obtained MCC trees, further
analyses were done. For the diversification rate
analyses the outgroups were pruned from the
ultrametric trees.
Estimating diversification rates
The diversification rates were estimated with
two programs; the R package TESS and the
phylogenetic program RevBayes.
Both programs make use of the same
underlying probability function assumptions
and MCMC algorithms to numerically integrate
over all possible parameter values.
The probability of the branching times is
calculated with the as follows:

This means that the probability of observing
the phylogeny (the topology and branching
times) is calculated by the probability of both
initial lineages having 1 descendent, over the
probability of both initial lineages to survive.
This multiplied by the speciation rate and the
probability of a lineage having 1 descendant.
Estimating speciation and extinction rates in
TESS
Using the R package TESS (Höhna et al. 2015)
the speciation and extinction rates were
assessed using the MCC trees obtained from
the BEAST analysis. The CoMET model
implemented in TESS uses a reversible-jump
MCMC algorithm to simulate over all possible
birth-death processes and explicitly uses massextinction events and survival probabilities to
infer diversification rates. This model treats the
speciation rate shifts, extinction rate shifts and
mass extinction events as random variables.
This requires priors and hyperpriors for the
three parameters. For the speciation rate shift
and extinction rate shift the priors are the same

parameters, but below a 100 for the prior, posterior and
likelihood parameters. Tree files were merged using
LogCombiner with a 10% burnin. The resulting tree file was
summarised in TreeAnnotator resulting in a MCC tree.
and are estimated from a distribution created
with the hyperpriors mu (the mean) and sigma
(standard deviation). The model was run under
different prior values to account for
misspecifications that priors can have when it
comes to diversification rate analysis (Moore et
al. 2016). For the Annonaceae the prior for the
mass extinction was set to 1 referring to the
Cretaceous- Paleogene (65 Mya) massextinction event.
According to McElwain and Punyasena
(McElwain and Punyasena 2007) about 18 to
30% of plant genera and families and up to 57%
of plant species disappeared during the
Cretaceous-Paleogene mass-extinction event.
Particularly evergreen angiosperm families
experienced the highest levels of extinction.
Therefore, the expected survival probability
was set to 0.7, representing our prior beliefs
that about 30% of species of Annonaceae were
affected by the event. The lineage through time
plots gave an indication of the amount of rate
changes to be expected and was set to 3
expected rate changes. The plots for the three
datasets are given in S2 in de appendix.
Estimating speciation and extinction rates in
RevBayes
In the program RevBayes (Höhna et al. 2014) an
episodic birth-death model with uniform taxon
sampling was used to assess speciation and
extinction rates. A uniform taxon sampling
assumes that every species has the same
probability to be included in the dataset. Our
dataset represented 20% of the whole family
and every genus was represented as well by
20% of the species, so per genus the sampling
was uniform, however we did make a selection
on all the genera, violating this assumption.
This will be further addressed in the discussion.
The episodic birth-death model in RevBayes
assumes that the speciation and extinction
rates are different for different time intervals,
but are constant within these time intervals.
These diversification rates are modelled using
8

log-transformed rates and are drawn from a
normal distribution. The model also assumes
that rates between the different categories are
autocorrelated and are therefore modelled
using a Brownian motion. It assumes priors for
the diversification rates at the tips of the tree –
the present time – and takes steps backwards
using a for-loop through the specified
categories, using the rate from the previous
category as the mean in the normal distribution
of where the new rates are drawn from.
Several simulations were done, with different
numbers of time intervals ranging between 10
and 100.
A uniform prior on the extinction and
speciation rates was set, and new rates were
drawn from a normal distribution with a small
standard deviation, so that speciation rates
and extinction rates were biased towards a
more constant rate.
The interval times were focused on lineages
between 97 mya up till now.

different amounts of rate categories. Also a
simulation was done with a reduced number of
species in the genus Guatteria, to assess what
the influence of taxon sampling could be on the
analysis.

Estimating Branch-specific rates in RevBayes
RevBayes provides models to estimate the
branch-specific rates by means of discretized
functions. The models allow speciation and
extinction rates to vary along the different
branches of the tree. In the program BAMM
the same procedure is possible. Here the rates
are drawn from a continuous distribution.
However, this causes failure in estimating
correctly the posterior distribution and results
are heavily influenced by priors (Höhna et al.
2016, Moore et al. 2016). The ratio between all
possible values that the rate shifts can take and
the amount of data that is available to support
this, makes it impossible to integrate over this
without being largely influenced by the values
of the priors. Therefore, the RevBayes models
numerically integrate over a set number of
discretized rate categories instead of a
continuous distribution.
The number of rate categories was set to 10
and the expected number of rate shift events
was set to 5, based on the LTT plots that were
made of the three MCC trees. The prior for the
mean of the speciation and extinction rate is
based on the amount of species in the family
and the time over which they have evolved (the
root age). Several simulations were done with

Results

Using the resulting tree, speciation rates per
major biogeographical area were compared.
Every species was allocated to either America,
Africa or Asia. For each of the three continents,
the average speciation rate was calculated with
standard deviation. To test whether there was
a significant difference between the speciation
rate on the three continents, pairwise
comparisons using Tukey and Kramer
(Nemenyi)
test
with
Tukey-Distance
approximation for independent samples was
done in R (data was not normally distributed).
It was also tested whether there was a
significant difference in speciation rates
between Annonoideae and Malmeoideae on
the different continents.

Divergence time estimation
The MCMC analysis from BEAST had difficulties
converging, but nodes from the resulting trees
had high posterior probabilities (indicated in
blue). All nodes between the root age and the
Malmeoideae crown node had posterior
probabilities of 1. The analysis of the
Malmeoideae had high ESS values for the
posterior, prior and likelihood of over a 1000.
For the Annonoideae analysis and the full
analysis the MCMC had reached a plateau, but
for some values would still jump between two
levels, causing the ESS values of the posterior,
prior and likelihood to be around 100.
The crown node in the Malmeoideae analysis
was inferred at 63 Mya with 95%-CI between
49 and 78 Mya (see figure 5). The All604
analysis had an inferred age of around 61 Mya
with 95%-CI between 48 and 73 Mya (see figure
4). The crown node in the Annonoideae
analysis was predicted at 93 Mya with 95%-CI
between 82 and 101 Mya (see figure 6). In the
All604 analysis it was inferred at 95 Mya with
95%-CI between 86 and 101 Mya (see figure 4).
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Figure 4. Ultrametric tree obtained in BEAST of the All604 analysis. The nodes show in circles the posterior probability. Almost all circles
have a posterior probability of 1. In all the clades the number represents the amount of species that were analysed in that clade. The dotted
line to help show where the ages of the crown nodes of the LBC and SBC are predicted.
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Figure 5. Ultrametric tree obtained in BEAST for the Malmeoideae analysis. Red shows the Malmeoideae clade. The crown node here is
predicted to be at around 63 – 64 Mya.

Figure 6. Ultrametric tree obtained in BEAST for the Annonoideae analysis. Green shows the Annonoideae clade. The crown node here is
predicted to be at around 93 – 94 Mya.

The logfiles in tracer showed low ESS values,
but no bimodal distributions for the mean Rate
parameters

Only for the TreeLikelihood parameter, with
ESS values around 4 there was a bimodal
distribution.

Figure 7. Tracer file for the All604 analysis showing the unimodal distribution for rbcL.meanRate.
Estimating diversification rates
TESS and RevBayes both inferred a steady
speciation rate – of 0.25 and 0.045 respectively
– for the first couple of 80 million years
followed by a sudden increase at around 15
Mya going towards a peak of 0.3 and 0.17
respectively and a quick drop again in the last 2
million years, both to a rate of ±0.14 (see figure
8). This was accompanied by a steady
extinction rate which has a rate of almost zero
in the RevBayes analysis and a rate of 0.2 in
TESS (see figure 9).

TESS also predicts the posterior probabilities
for possible rate shifts events. For the
speciation rate, it infers two rate shift events,
one with a posterior probability of 0.4 and one
with a pp of 0.9 in the last 20 Mya. No
extinction rate shift event was inferred with
high probability (figure 10). There is also no
evidence for any mass extinction events (see
figure 11), which can also be deduced already
from the low steady extinction rate prediction
in both analyses
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Figure 8. Speciation Rates from TESS analysis (left) and RevBayes analysis (right). Both show a similar pattern, but with rates at a different
magnitude.

Figure 9. Extinction rates from TESS analysis (left) and RevBayes analysis (right). Both show a similar pattern, but with rates at a different
magnitude.

Figure 10. Speciation shifts (left) and extinction shifts (right) from TESS analysis.
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Figure 11. Posterior probability for mass extinction events from TESS analysis.
Analysis of the Malmeoideae and Annonoideae
trees in RevBayes rates resulted in
diversification rate patterns congruent with
analysis with the All604 tree.
The Annonoideae has a higher starting
speciation rate of almost 0.04. It has a small
drop at around 50 Mya and then the rate starts
to increment around 40 Mya, rising to a rate of
0.20 at the present time. The Malmeoideae are
inferred to have a lower starting speciation
rate of ca 0.025. This starts increasing around
65 Mya, going up quicker around 15 Mya
ending with a speciation rate of almost 0.30 at
the present time.

Extinction rates for both clades were predicted
to be very low and showed the same pattern as
in figure 9 of the RevBayes results.
This analysis on the Malmeoideae and
Annonoideae clade was done with the results
from the two separate analysis as well as from
the results from the All604 analyses where the
tree was trimmed to a tree with either only
Malmeoideae or Annonoideae. The results
were the same.

Figure 12. RevBayes output. On the left the speciation rate for the Annonoideae (LBC). Right the speciation rate for the Malmeoideae
(SBC). The x-axis is on a different scale. The Y-axis is on the same scale to visualise the difference in magnitude between the two clades.

In TESS the analysis with Malmeoideae and
Annonoideae trees resulted in very different
output (see figure 13 and 14). It also gave very
different results when changing some of the

initial parameters like the parameter
“CONDITION” that can be set to either
“survival”, “taxa” and “time” (see appendix).
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Figure 13. TESS results for Malmeoideae. Purple shows speciation rates and shifts, red shows extinction rates and shifts, green shows
posterior probabilities for mass extinction events.

The speciation rate and extinction rate for the
Malmeoideae are inferred to be almost the
same with a rate of almost 0.6. The extinction
rate is even a little bit higher. No rate shifts are

predicted nor any mass extinction events. The
rates are much higher than the rates predicted
for the whole family together.

Figure 14. TESS results for Annonoideae. Purple shows speciation rates and shifts, red shows extinction rates and shifts, green shows
posterior probabilities for mass extinction events.

The same goes for the Annonoideae analysis.
The rates predicted here are much higher,
staying constant and not following the same
pattern as with the whole family together. The

extinction rate is inferred to be again a little
higher than the speciation rate at the
beginning.
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Estimating branch-specific rates using
RevBayes
Guatteria and Goniothalamus had high
inferred speciation rates (>0.3), along with
relatively high extinction rates (> 0.1). (see
figure 15).

Guatteria’s high speciation rate started around
12,5 Mya, mid-Miocene, in South America. For
Goniothalamus the high speciation rates are
inferred a little earlier, at around 15 Mya, midMiocene in India – Indonesia.

Figure 15. Speciation rates coloured on the branches. Colouring goes from low to high:

red – orange – yellow – green – blue – purple.
At the tips the colouring is based on biogeographical distribution. Blue is Asia, red is Africa and Madagascar, dark green is South America,
light green is Central America. Numbers on the nodes depict the speciation of the subtending branch.
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Asia has the most species with a high speciation
rate, significantly higher than Africa. The
average speciation rate for America is slightly
lower compared to Asia, but has a large

standard deviation. For the three continents
together the average speciation rate lies
around 0.20, which is congruent with the
results from RevBayes in figure 12.

Figure 16. The average speciation rate per continent, based on figure 15, with standard error.
The test for significant differences between the
continents all resulted in p-values below 0.05
and are summarised below in table 2.
Table 2. P-values for the Kruskal-Wallis test
Groups
p-value
Asia vs America

1.2e-11

Asia vs Africa

3.2e-14

America vs Africa

0.0069

The average in speciation rate between the
Malmeoideae and Annonoideae per continent
was calculated as well and shown in figure 17.
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Malmeoideae vs Annonoideae
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20

America

0.15

Asia
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0.10
0.05
0.00

Malm

Annon

Malm

Annon Malm Annon

Figure 17. The average speciation rate per continent, comparing Malmeoidae with Annonoideae, with standard error.
The three p-values for differences between
Malmeoideae and Annonoideae are shown in
table 3. Only Asia has a p-value lower than 0.05.
Table 3. P-values for the Kruskal-Wallis test
Continent
p-value for significant difference between
Malmeoideae and Annonoideae
America
0.9999
Asia

7.9e-05

Africa

0.0840

Discussion
Divergence time estimation
The low ESS values in the All604 analysis
visualized in tracer were caused by the
parameter estimates yule birth rate, ucld.mean
rate, coefficient of variation, treeLikelihood and
speciation, which caused also the prior,
posterior and likelihood parameters to be low.
The treeLikelihood parameter was most
problematic as it was still jumping from one
plateau to another. The other parameters did
not jump from one plateau to another, but had
not sampled the parameter space enough for
ESS values to be above 200. The reliability of
this analysis should be kept in mind in any of
the biological conclusions drawn from this
research.
The topology of the MCC tree from the BEAST
analysis was consistent with findings in

previous research (Couvreur et al. 2011, Erkens
et al. 2007b, Pirie et al. 2006, Pirie and Doyle
2012, Thomas et al. 2015). Genera were placed
together and posterior probabilities for nodes
were very high.
The Malmeoideae analysis had high ESS values
(above 200) for the prior, posterior and
likelihood, so it could be assumed that here the
analyses had converged. However, the
treeLikelihood parameter had again not
sampled enough as ESS values were below 200.
It did not cause the prior, posterior and
likelihood ESS values to be below 200, but
nevertheless it can still mean that better
parameter estimates will still be found if the
analysis is run for longer.
The crown node age estimates of the
Malmeoideae and Annonoideae analysis were
the same as the crown node age estimates in
the All604 analysis, and according to our
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expectations stated in the introduction, it
would mean that these would be the correct
ages for the inferred crown nodes. The ages of
the crown nodes were pushed towards older
ages compared to other studies on
Annonaceae, showing again (see introduction
Pirie and Doyle’s research) that by including
more taxa in the analysis, ages are inferred to
be older.
The Annonoideae analysis had higher ESS
values compared to the All604 analysis,
however some parameters – the same
problematic parameters as in the All604
analysis – had ESS values around 100, making
again the resulting tree unreliable. So as the
analyses did not converge, we cannot make any
certain conclusions about whether these ages
have been correctly inferred.
There are several possible solutions to solve
this convergence problem. Firstly of course;
more data. Around 10 to 26% of DNA was
missing in the supermatrices. This missing data
could have contributed to the slow
convergence of the analysis.
Secondly, better fitting models could be used
to analyse this family; ones that allow the two
clades to have their own substitution rate. In
this analysis, the Uncorrelated lognormal
distribution clock (UCLD) was used. Local
molecular clock models could be a good
alternative as these models estimate a
separate molecular clock rate for each userspecified group of branches (Dornburg et al.
2011, Drummond et al. 2006, Drummond and
Rambaut 2007), which is particularly useful
when there is a priori knowledge that the rate
of certain taxa differ from the rest of the tree.
Random Local Clock (RCL) analysis have been
done already on Annonaceae however which
still showed to have convergence problems.
This convergence is a common problem in
UCLD and RCL analyses (Dornburg et al. 2011).
Dornburg et al. suggest that if two clades both
have their own distribution for the rate, the
likelihood for these rates are equally high,
causing the MCMC to sample both of them,
resulting in bimodal distribution and therefore
the analysis does not converge. This seems to
be the case with Annonaceae exactly.

As the Malmeoideae analysis converged, this
suggests that the of the crown age should be
around 63 Mya. The same age was inferred in
the All604 analysis, but here we expected it to
be different as it would be influenced by the
Annonoideae species. So what is going on
here?
To answer this difficult question, we need to
look deeper into the modelling and the MCMC.
First I will explain some details on how the
UCLD model works. This model has a few
assumptions: there is no correlation of rates on
neighbouring branches of the tree, so each rate
is drawn independently and identically from an
underlying lognormal rate distribution
(Drummond et al. 2006). With a lognormal
distribution, the length of time between events
is also taken into account when determining
the amount of change in evolutionary rate.
According to Drummond et al. the posterior
distribution of rates is not necessarily the same
as the prior set up, meaning that for example
autocorrelation may still exist in the posterior,
even though it has not been specified in the
model (so this would indicate that even though
the models do not fit perfectly, it might not
always be problematic).
What are the logfiles actually showing? The
output of the MCMC analysis is a set of samples
from the posterior distribution. The posterior
estimate of the average rate can be
summarized by the total amount of
substitutions over the total amount of time:

Where r(B) is the average rate of the branches.
Where rj is the rate of evolution along a branch.
Where tj is the amount of time a branch
represents (Drummond et al. 2006).
So the output in the logfiles are the averages of
all the branches in the tree.
The MCMC samples from these averages and
calculates its posterior probability.
So far we have seen that the posterior
probability for the Annonoideae rate has been
highest as the MCMC eventually always takes
the Annonoideae rate, influencing the
Malmeoideae crown node age.
But now, given that the Malmeoideae analysis
converged and the same age was found in the
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All604 analysis, this would indicate that in the
All604 analysis the MCMC has sampled from
the Malmeoideae rate! So it could be that it is
now the Annonoideae crown node age that is
being influenced by the substitution rate of the
Malmeoideae and that the latter is pushing the
former to older ages. In particular as
Annonoideae analysis did not converge due to
the same parameters as in the All604 analysis
it could mean that the age for the Annonoideae
has not been correctly inferred. If this is the
case it would mean that the Annonoideae
crown node age should be younger.
So why was the Malmeoideae rate then taken
in the All604 analysis, if this never happened
before? As there are so many taxa used in this
study – far more than ever used before – the
posterior distributions for the Malmeoideae
rate and Annonoideae rate can have become
very different. We have seen how taxon
sampling can influence results and also in
statistics, it is known how sampling size can
greatly influence distributions (Oberg and
Mahoney 2007).
I therefore hypothesize that in the All604
analysis the distribution of rates in
Malmeoideae has changed, resulting in a
higher posterior probability due to the high
taxon sampling in this study.
However it could also be that after
convergence, the MCMC would still switch to
the Annonoideae rate.
To test for this, all the three analyses should be
run for a longer time and different datasets
should be analysed with different amount of
taxa.
Estimating diversification rates: performance
of RevBayes and TESS
In the next section an evaluation of how
RevBayes and TESS work will be discussed, as
well as their performance in this study. An
overview of diversification rate analysis will be
discussed in the end and will include research
from previous studies with BAMM.

continuous time stochastic (random) process
with jumps (Höhna et al. 2015).
TESS takes an MCC tree as input and uses the
branching times as a matrix in further
calculations. It will calculate the probability of
observing n lineages at time t or calculate the
survival probability in an interval or the survival
probability of a descendant of a lineage. It will
integrate over the model uncertainty - in this
case the parameters for the number of
diversification rate shifts – to infer the
probability for the number of mass-extinction
events. The user can specify a priori on the
expected amount of mass-extinction events,
together with the survival probability after
such an event. It is however not possible to
specify when or where these events on the tree
might occur. To our prior knowledge there has
been little influence of mass-extinction events
on the Annonaceae, so this way of modelling
might have been a lesser fit for analysing this
family. TESS also computes empirical
hyperpriors, in which it performs a Bayesian
MCMC analysis to assess reasonable values for
the hyperpriors and diversification priors under
a constant-rate birth-death process model.
Simulations with empirical hyperpriors showed
not to be influenced by prior settings for the
expected number of shifts or mass-extinction
events.
The separate analysis on the Malmeoideae and
Annonoideae showed in figure 13 and 14 gave
some contradictory results. It was expected
that analysis on these two clades would show
comparable diversification patterns to the
analysis with the whole family. However
speciation rates were inferred twice as high
and for both Malmeoideae and Annonoiadeae
there is barely a peak in speciation rate near
the last few million years in contrast to the
analysis on the whole Annonaceae family.
Furthermore, extinction rates are inferred just
as high and sometimes higher than speciation
rates, which is highly unlikely as this would
mean the family would have gone extinct.

TESS’ Performance.
For the speciation and extinction rates, the
model draws the rates from a log-normal
distribution. The rate shifts are modelled using
a compound poisson process, which is a

So TESS infers the following in the three
analyses:
The diversification rates of the whole family is
explained by a steady initial speciation rate
accompanied by a steady extinction rate.
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However a speciation rate shift occurs in the
last 20 My while the extinction rate remains
the same, explaining the high diversification in
the Annonaceae observed today.
The diversification rates of the Malmeoideae
analysis is explained by a steady speciation
rate, with no predicted rate shifts, but show a
small drop in extinction rates in the last 20 My.
So the high diversification observed today in
the Malmeoideae is explained by an extinction
rate shift.
The diversification rates of the Annonoideae
analysis is explained in a similar way as the
Malmeoideae analysis, and now also with a
drop in speciation rate in the last two million
years. So overall speciation rates are lower
with even a big drop near the end, and the
diversification observed today is explained
again by the drop in extinction rate in the last
20 My.
It would make more sense if the results of all
the three analysis would show similar patterns
in diversification rates, or that at least the
Malmeoideae and Annonoideae output would
“add up” in comparison with the complete
analysis.
RevBayes’ Performance.
RevBayes uses uniform flat priors for the
speciation and extinction rates. Rates are
modelled using a Brownian motion. For the
Branch specific rate analysis, RevBayes splits up
the tree into a user-specified number of
intervals. It starts with the first interval at the
tips of the tree and calculates what the rates
are at the present time. For this it will draw the
rates from a lognormal distribution with a
mean based on user-specified priors. Loglikelihood values for these rates are calculated
using the MCMC algorithm (Höhna et al. 2014).
It then moves to the next interval, recalculates
the lognormal distributions for the rates again,
using the rate of the previous interval as the
mean. The prior for the standard deviation was
set so that it would not allow for rates to
deviate too much from the rates of the
previous interval. As visible from the RevBayes
output, the rates do differ throughout time,
which shows that the analysis is not influenced

by these prior settings on the standard
deviation.
The conspicuous low extinction rates
throughout the whole analysis seemed
unrealistic, as RevBayes implicates that there
has been almost no extinction in the whole
family. The magnitude of the rates however
might not be as important as the patterns. Both
TESS and RevBayes explain the diversification
observed today to be caused by a sudden
increase in speciation rate, accommodated by
a constant extinction rate. The relative
diversification rates inferred by the two
programs are also the same (if you calculate
speciation rate – extinction rate).
The results from the Malmeoideae and
Annonoideae analyses (figure 12) in RevBayes,
show the same diversification patterns as in
the whole Annonaceae analysis. Surprisingly,
the Annonoideae have an overall lower
speciation rate in comparison to the
Malmeoideae, while the extinction rates for
both clades remain the same. In the BranchSpecific Analysis on the contrary, the average
speciation rate for the Annonoideae is per
continent always higher.
We expected the overall diversification rate
should be higher for Annonoideae as it is the
largest clade, so this would indicate that the
branch-specific analysis has inferred more
accurate results. The branch-specific rate
analysis was done on the complete tree, while
in the other two analysis half of the data was
missing, indicating that missing data might
have had a large influence on the analyses.
As stated in the introduction, incomplete
taxon sampling can have a large influence on
diversification rate analyses. This is also shown
here in both RevBayes and even more in TESS,
where analysis on the individual clades gave
very different results in comparison to the
whole family.
TESS and RevBayes have shown in this study
that speciation rates suddenly accumulated in
the last 20 – 30 my, but extinction rates
remained constant, providing evidence for
both the Museum Model as well as the Cradle
Model, confirming the problems addressed by
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Eiserhardt, et al. The Cradle Model only
describes the patterns of speciation and the
Museum Model only describes patterns of
extinction. In this study it seems that the family
has undergone sudden increasing speciation
rates with constant extinction rates, which
would support both the Cradle Model as the
Museum Model.
Small differences in the results between the
two programs were found, and somewhat
larger differences within the programs when
playing around with the taxon sampling in the
datasets, showing that there is still a need for
better modelling of diversification rates.
It seems to be a common pattern that with less
data diversification rate analyses are heavily
influenced (Pennington et al. 2015). This brings
me to the last point of discussion: modelling
extinction rates. So far all programs used for
diversification rate analysis – BAMM (Couvreur
et al. 2011), TESS and RevBayes – give different
results regarding the speciation and extinction
patterns within the same family.
Not only in Annonaceae, but in general
diversification rate analysis has shown to be
problematic (Moore et al. 2016, Rabosky et al.
2017). One of the problems is that there are an
infinite number of possible speciation and
extinction rates that could result in the
observed diversification pattern (Kubo and
Iwasa 1995). The probability of extinction rates
now is modelled through data augmentation
where the likelihood for a certain parameter is
calculated by specific mapping of rate regimes
(speciation rates and extinction rates) across a
phylogenetic tree (Rabosky et al. 2017). This
means that based on rates placed throughout
the phylogeny, the likelihood for a rate at a
certain node is calculated. Through extensive
MCMC computations, these mappings are
switched around to reach the best likelihood.
As Höhna et al implicated; discretizing this
probability – as is done in the branch-specific
rate analysis – could be a solution solve
problems around inferring the likelihood.
Rabosky et al. 2017 replied to the criticism of
Moore and Hohna on BAMM pointing out that
their criticism was not all valid, but that indeed
inferring the correct extinction rates is a
general problem that is not easily computed.

I therefore want to conclude that the analyses
done with RevBayes here on the Branchspecific rate analysis could be a promising
technique for diversification rate analysis as it
uses these discretized probabilities. To be able
to conclude that RevBayes produces good
results, these should be biologically
interpretable which will be done in another
section below. Also analyses with BAMM on
the same dataset should be made for
comparison as Rabosky still assures that BAMM
is still able to produce good results.
More well studied families with a good fossil
record, like cetaceans (Dornburg et al. 2011,
Morlon et al. 2011) should be analysed with
RevBayes to assess its performance further.
Diversification of the Malmeoideae and
Annonoideae
The Malmeoideae crown node age was
estimated to be around 63 Mya for both the
All604 analysis as well as the Malmeoideae
analysis. This would indicate that the
Malmeoideae clade started diverging rapidly
after the KP mass extinction event, 65 Mya
(McElwain and Punyasena 2007). TESS and
RevBayes inferred low, constant extinction
rates and no high posterior probability was
inferred for a mass extinction event, indicating
that the Annonaceae were not heavily
influenced by the KP mass extinction event. So
RevBayes and TESS explain the radiation of the
Malmeoideae by a rapid increase in speciation
rate.
Assuming RevBayes and TESS are correct in
their inference of the rates, some biological
questions need to be addressed. Why did the
Malmeoideae started rapidly increasing after
the KP event? Why did the Malmeoideae clade
only have single branch, while the
Annonoideae had around 13 branches after the
KP event? Why did Anaxagorea and the
Ambavioideae not undergo a rapid
diversification process after the KP event?
According to McElwain & Punyasena (2007)
plant families that were mostly affected by the
KP mass extinction event were evergreen
insect-pollinated angiosperms. All Annonaceae
belong to this category (SilberbauerGottsberger et al. 2003) being exclusively
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pollinated by insects and restricted to the
tropics. As the Malmeoideae started increasing
after the KP event this could mean that this
lineage was released from competition by
dominant evergreen insect-pollinated Triassic
species and allowed the Malmeoideae to
occupy the new niches that were suddenly
available.
Results from figure 12 show that the
Annonoideae species started with a higher
speciation rate in comparison with the
Malmeoideae. The Malmeoideae eventually
end up with a higher speciation rate. Of course
this seems like an obvious interpretation for
RevBayes and TESS to give, looking at the tree.
However the models could also have explained
the differences in the two clades by differences
in their extinction rates. The clades were
inferred however to have the same, relatively
low extinction rate according to both RevBayes
and TESS.
This would mean that the Annonoideae had
more surviving lineages due to its already high
speciation rate that arose just after the split
with the Malmeoideae.
Biogeographical distributions, differences in
morphology and of course molecular
differences might have given rise to higher
substitution rates in the Annonoideae clade
and to the sudden radiation of the
Malmeoideae. Unfortunately there are just a
few distinct notable differences between the
Malmeoideae and Annonoideae clades.
Biogeographical distribution
Both Malmeoideae and Annonoideae are
spread throughout all continents. This has
made it difficult to infer the biogeographical
origin of the crown lineages. Previous research
suggested that the tmrca of the Malmeoideae
has its origin in either Africa or Indonesia and
tmrca of the Annonoideae came from either
Africa or South America (Couvreur et al. 2011).
Inferring the biogeographical history of the
clades before the KP event could give insights
to why the Annonoideae clade had so many
more surviving lineages. If both the crown node
as the stem node from the Malmeoideae clade
is from the same biogeographical area, this
could indicate that the Malmeoideae clade did

not undergo any dispersal, causing more
pressure on the area for competition during
the KP event. If this goes along with evidence
for geographically more widespread species in
the Annonoideae clade before the KP event, it
could be a plausible explanation for why more
Annonoideae lineages survived. Because of its
more spread-out distribution, it suffered less
from competition, being more unique in its
area. It would also then be important to know
which areas were mostly affected by the KP
event.
Figure 15 on the branch-specific diversification
rate does not immediately indicate an obvious
relationship between speciation rates and
biogeographical distribution. However, when
comparing the average speciation rates per
continent, it shows that there is a significant
difference between all three continents. Asia
has significantly the highest speciation rate
compared to the two others. An optimalisation
of the biogeography would give insights on
where these clades with high speciation rates
started and could tell if one of the continents
might have provided better habitats for the
Annonaceae.
Morphology
There are a few morphological differences
within the clades of the Annonaceae. In
contrast to Anaxagorea and Ambavioideae,
only species from the Malmeoideae and
Annonoideae clade started specializing on
different insect orders (Saunders 2012,
Silberbauer-Gottsberger et al. 2003). For
Annonaceae it is thought that the
pleisiomorphic state was pollination by small
beetles. Specialization on other groups like
larger beetles, thrips, flies and bees originated
later in the Annonoideae and Malmeoideae
clades, independently (Saunders 2012). These
features might have helped the two clades to
diversify much more in comparison to the rest
of the family. Also fruit type and seed type
show some clear distinctions between the
clades (Doyle and Le Thomas 1996).
Optimalisation of these morphological
characters should be done on this tree to see
where their origin lies and whether they indeed
could have been a key in their speciation.
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We also know that Annonoideae have a higher
substitution rate (Hoekstra et al. 2017) and this
is also visible in their complexity. Lianas only
evolved in Annonoideae (Chatrou et al. 2012),
as well as syncarpy (Couvreur et al. 2008) and
there is more variation in architectural tree
structure within the Annonoideae (Johnson
2003). This complexity could be linked with a
switch to a higher substitution rate in the
Annonoideae clade. There is one known
feature about the Annonoideae that evolved
once in the clade and distinguishes them from
the Malmeoideae and other Annonaceae.
Annonoideae have a different pollen structure
where they lack orbicules (Huysmans et al.
2010). Orbicules are a-cellular sporopollenin
particles within the tapetal membrane of
spores and are found in many Angiosperm
families. Anaxagorea, the Ambavioids and
Malmeoideae all possess orbicules – indicating
that it is a pleisiomorphic feature within the
Annonaceae – and was lost in the
Annonoideae. This means that after the split
with the Malmeoideae there was a switch in
tapetum type in Annonoideae, from a parietal
to a plasmodial type.
Loss of orbicules is a common pattern within
Angiosperms (Furness and Rudall 2001). It has
evolved at least four times independently in
different families including Annonaceae, so it
must be a successful change for angiosperms
and a mutation that happens quite frequently.
According to Furness & Rudall, the plasticity of
this derived feature could be correlated to
critical times in angiosperm evolution, for
example in the evolution in specialization in
pollination. The high substitution rate in the
Annonoideae might be correlated with the
switch from parietal to plasmodial tapetum
which allowed the clade to diversify and inhabit
new niches and attract different kinds of
pollinators. It could of course also be the other
way around; the change from parietal to
plasmodial type was caused by the high
substitution rate. It would be interesting to
further investigate the origin of orbicules and
its role in angiosperm evolution, and how it is
correlated to pollination.
The results from the Branch-specific
diversification analysis show that most of the

clades with high speciation rates (depicted in
blue and purple) seem to have started in the
Asian biogeographical areas (blue). For this
however a biogeographical optimazation
would be needed to check where the common
ancestor of the clades are most likely to have
originated. The Guatteria clade, which has the
highest speciation rates of all the clades, its
common ancestor most certainly originated
from South America. So, there does not seem
to be a very specific relationship between
biogeographical distribution and speciation
rates. However the results from figure 16 and
the Kruskall Wallis test show that Asia has the
highest average speciation rate and that for all
the continents there is a significant difference.
The clades with the highest speciation rates (in
purple, figure 15) all started their rapid
increase between 15 and 12 Mya. This is also
visible from the RevBayes and TESS analysis in
figure 8, where there is a sudden increase
around that time. Figure 8 also shows a small
drop in speciation rate at around 4 Mya. These
results can be linked to the Mid-Miocene
Climatic Optimum that occurred around 18-15
Mya where temperatures increased and a
remarkable warmer climate occurred. This
ended with a change to a more arid climate at
around 6 Mya (Sun and Zhang 2008). This drop
might also be due to an error in the programs,
the so-called “pull of the present” (Cusimano
and Renner 2010), where there is incorrectly a
sudden drop in diversification rate inferred.
Annonaceae distribution is restricted to the
tropics and positively correlated with rainfall
and temperature (Couvreur et al. 2011), so the
results from figure 15 and 4 were to make
sense biologically speaking and are in
accordance to the climatic changes in
evolutionary time. This in turns gives more
confirmation on the reliability of RevBayes and
TESS performances.
The high speciation rates inferred in the
Guatteria clade can be linked to its dispersal
from Central America to South America (Erkens
et al. 2007a). However a few species that
experienced this dispersal to South America
were not inferred with a higher speciation rate.
More branch-specific rate analysis should be
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done, with more Guatteria species to assess
their speciation process further.

Conclusions
Due to the low ESS values in the BEAST output
for the divergence time analysis, biological
interpretations in this research cannot be
made with much certainty. However this
research has shown that taxon sampling is very
important in divergence time estimation as
well as diversification rate assessment and has
provided information on which steps need to
be taken for proper future research in this area.
Analyses should be run for longer and different
amount of taxa should be incorporated in the
studies. If possible more markers should be
made available. This research has given
indications that the crown node age for the
Malmeoideae is older than first thought, and
that this might be the case as well for the
Annonoideae and the crown node of the whole
family.
Both TESS and RevBayes explain the
diversification observed today to be caused by
a sudden increase in speciation rate,
accommodated by a constant extinction rate.
Their results seem to point towards a Cradle
Model as well as a Museum Model for
explaining the diversification patterns within
Annonaceae.
TESS focusses mainly on mass-extinction
events and integrates over the other
parameters in its model. Using this model
would be more useful with analysing families
that are known to have been influenced a lot
by mass extinctions. TESS did not seem to be
influenced by prior settings, but did show
inconsistent results when using different
amount of taxa.
The branch-specific rate analysis in RevBayes
deals with the problems of inferring the
likelihood by discretizing the data augmented
distribution for the rate shifts and the inferred
speciation rates could be linked to changes in
climate throughout evolutionary history.
The reason that the Malmeoideae seemed to
undergo a rapid diversification quickly after the
KP event could be explained by the opening of
niches
allowing
this
insect-pollinated
specialized family to diversify and expand

rapidly, taking in the new habitats that were
suddenly available.
Biogeographical distribution for the whole
Annonaceae family did not seem to be
correlated to diversification rates, though on
average Asia did seem to have the highest
speciation rate. In smaller clades, dispersals to
other biogeographical areas could explain
increases in speciation rates.
Annonoideae had an inferred higher speciation
rate just after the split from the Malmeoideae.
Orbicules might have played an important role
in Annonoideae evolution and if it could explain
the increased substitution rate of the clade.
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Annex/Appendix: full scripts and meta data.
Table 1. Overview of species per genus in dataset
Genus
Number of species in Total amount of species in
dataset
genus
Friesodielsia
12
59
Monanthotaxis
15
75
Uvaria
30
150
Sphaerocoryne
2
9
Exellia
1
1
Afroguatteria
1
2
Alphonsea
11
53
Ambavia
1
2
Anaxagorea
9
45
Annickia
2
11
Annona
30
150
Anomianthus
1
5
Anonidium
1
5
Artabotrys
30
150
Dasymaschalon
8
40
Asimina
2
12
Asteranthe
1
5
Bocageopsis
1
4
Cananga
1
4
Cleistochlamys
1
1
Cremastosperma
6
29
Cyathocalyx
2
9
Cyathostemma
1
1
Cymbopetalum
6
30
Deeringothamnus
1
2
Dendrokingstonia
1
3
Dennettia
1
1
Desmopsis
3
14
Desmos
5
27
Diclinanona
1
3
Dielsiothamnus
1
1
Disepalum
2
10
Duckeanthus
1
1
Duguetia
18
90
Ellipeia
1
1
Ellipeiopsis
1
1
Enicosanthum
4
18
Ephedranthus
1
7
Fenerivia
2
10
Fissistigma
14
69
28

Fitzalania
Fusaea
Goniothalamus
Greenwayodendron
Guamia
Guatteria
Guatteriella
Guatteriopsis
Haplostichanthus
Heteropetalum
Hexalobus
Hornschuchia
Huberanthus
Isolona
Xylopia
Klarobelia
Letestudoxa
Lettowianthus
Maasia
Malmea
Marsypopetalum
Meiocarpidium
Meiogyne
Melodorum
Mezzettiopsis
Miliusa
Mischogyne
Mitrella
Mitrephora
Mkilua
Monocarpia
Monocyclanthus
Monodora
Mosannona
Mwasumbia
Neo-uvaria
Onychopetalum
Ophrypetalum
Orophea
Oxandra
Phaeanthus
Piptostigma
Platymitra
Polyalthia
Polyceratocarpus
Popowia

1
1
37
1
1
53
1
1
3
1
1
2
2
4
36
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
3
1
12
1
2
9
1
1
1
5
3
1
1
1
1
10
6
2
3
1
27
2
6

2
2
186
4
1
265
2
6
13
3
5
10
9
20
179
12
3
1
6
6
6
1
24
13
2
58
4
11
46
1
4
1
23
16
1
3
3
1
49
31
9
15
2
137
8
28
29

Pseudartabotrys
Pseudephedranthus
Pseudomalmea
Pseudoxandra
Pseuduvaria
Pyramidanthe
Rauwenhoffia
Richella
Rollinia
Ruizodendron
Sageraea
Sanrafaelia
Sapranthus
Schefferomitra
Siamocananga
Stelechocarpus
Stenanona
Tetrameranthus
Toussaintia
Tridimeris
Trigynaea
Trivalvaria
Unonopsis
Uvariastrum
Uvariodendron
Uvariopsis
Woodiellantha
OUTGROUPS:
Liriodendron
New species
Persea americana
Coelocaryon
Degeneria
Eupomatia
Galbulimima

1
1
1
5
12
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
10
2
3
3
1

1
1
4
24
62
1
1
3
1
1
9
1
6
2
1
4
14
7
4
1
8
6
48
8
16
17
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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